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You will need: card stock, cutting tool of choice, scoring board/tool, bone folder, patterned paper {DSP}, double sided tape, stamped 
images/die cuts/embellishments {optional}. 

#1} Cut card stock to 2 3/4" x 8". On the 8" side, score at 4". Fold and crease with the bone folder. 

#2} Cut a piece of DSP to 2 1/2" x 3 1/2". On the 3 1/2" side, score at 3/8" and 3 1/8". Turn 90° to the right {so that the shorter side 
is along the top} and score at 3/8" {on the long side}. 

#3} Remove the two bottom squares by angle cutting each side. 

#4} Add double sided tape to both side flaps and the bottom flap. 

#5} Fold the bottom flap and crease with the bone folder. Remove bottom flap tape liner first and line up along the bottom of the 
card stock. Press to adhere. Fold the side flaps and crease with the bone folder. Remove the two side flap liners and press to adhere.  

#6} For decorating the outside, I cut a matching piece of DSP to 1 3/4" x 4" and adhered to the bottom of the front panel. Then die 
cut the coffee cup, lid, coffee sleeve and stir stick from assorted cardstock colors. A greeting was them stamped, die cut and adhered 
to the coffee cup. Finally, a small twine bow was added. *Please note: instead of adding DSP to the outside front, the bottom could 
be embossed, stamped or even some washi tape strips could be added. 

 For the envelope: Cut a 6” x 6” piece of plain copy paper or DSP. Using the Envelope Punch Board, score and punch at the 2 5/8" 
mark which creates a 3″x 4″ envelope. If desired, you can adhere a piece of DSP to the flap and cut around it to remove the excess, as 
shown. 

∗Stampin' Up! supplies used: 

 Coffee Cafe Stamp Set {item #143677 ~ page 31} 

 Coffee Cups Framelits Dies {item #143745 ~ page 213} 

 Coffee Cafe Bundle {saves 10%} {item #145331 ~ page 31} 

 Coffee Cafe DSP {item #144155 ~ page 31} 

 Coffee Cafe Cardstock Pack {item #144156 ~ page 31} 
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